Particle fragmentation and modification of crystallographic orientation in the aerosol-deposition process were investigated by molecular dynamics simulation. Atomistic models of bcc Fe and fcc Ni particles of 10 nm in diameter were subjected to collision to at substrates, and analyzed for their structural modification due to the impact. It was found that particle fragmentation takes place depending on both crystal structure and initial orientation of incident particles. Modification of crystallographic orientation were observed in both bcc and fcc particles and in bcc substrates. Microscopic mechanisms of particle fragmentation and orientation modification were found to be classified into three types, sliding, compression, and third phase generation, which are related to slip systems and relaxation of interface structures.
Introduction
Aerosol deposition (AD) method [1] [2] [3] is a promising technique to fabricate inorganic thin films especially for ceramics. Process of AD method is simple that fine particles in nanometer sizes are sprayed at several hundred m/s 2) to the substrate in a decompression chamber. By this technique, ceramic thin films were successfully grown in absence of high temperature processing which was considered to be essential for ceramics sintering. An interesting feature of AD method is the microstructure in resulted thin films where fine grains fragmented from raw particles are tightly stacking on the substrate. Such fine structures are hardly obtained by traditional high temperature processes, hence generation of new functional materials is expected.
For the development of the AD method, it is important to understand how the multi-grained structures are formed by particle fragmentation. Observation by transmission electron microscopy 3) showed that grains in the films are about one order smaller than raw particles, and have squashed shapes parallel to the substrate. Not only size and shape of grains but also crystallographic orientation distribution is important for considering materials property of multi-grained structures. In order to investigate the elementary process of the AD method, the present author carried out the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation on impacts of ceramic nano particles to a substrate. [4] [5] [6] The simulation showed that particle fragmentation takes place accompanied by dislocation motions inside the particle followed by rotation of crystallographic orientation. 4) These results, however, were also found to strongly depend on the crystallographic orientation of incident particles.
In the present study, the author analyzes the relation between particle fragmentation and resulted crystallographic orientation by MD simulation on metallic materials. The reason for assuming metallic systems in place of ceramics is to avoid difficulties in orientation analysis. Multiple atomic sites and polymorphs in lower symmetries in ceramic crystal structures introduce many complexities in both calculation and discussion. Another reason for assuming metals is to avoid the calculation of time-consuming, long-ranged Coulombic interactions so as to carry out multiple simulations on particle orientation dependency within a limited computer resource.
Computer simulation on metallic particle impacts were carried out by many authors in respect to high energy impacts, cluster deposition, and cold spraying. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Most of these studies deal with clusters or small particles composed of less than 2000 atoms at higher impact energies than 1 eV/ atom. In such conditions, crystal structures of incident particles are completely destroyed. Initial structures were maintained in some cases of lower impact energies, 8, 12, 13, 15) although the assumed particles in these studies are too small to observe particle fragmentation. 18) A larger particle with lower incident speed is necessary to simulate particle fragmentation in the AD process.
In addition to the differences in size and incident speed of the particle, previous studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have different standpoint for the particle orientation. These studies do not pay attention to crystallographic orientation of the incident particle, therefore assumed particle orientations were not described or simply mentioned 8, 12, 13) as 'at random'. A systematic study on particle orientation dependency has not been carried out yet. In the present study, low energy impacts of large particles were simulated by assuming several particle orientations in order to understand particle fragmentation and orientation modification in the AD process. Present simulation may provide useful information on both metallic and ceramic systems, although the AD method for metallic systems is still in progress.
MD Simulation
Impacts of two metallic systems of bcc Fe and fcc Ni were analyzed by MD simulation. Crystal structures of both systems have m 3 3m point symmetry of which fundamental orientation space is limited inside the zone of which volume is 1/24 of full orientation space. This reduces the labor for orientation identification of resulted structures, and also simplifies the following discussion. Substrates are prepared Number of atoms in the substrate is about 110 000 for both Fe and Ni systems. Aerosol particles are assumed to be the same composition to the substrate with spherical shape of 10 nm in diameter. Number of atoms in the particle is about 45 000. Schematic diagram of the computational model is given in Fig. 1 . Atomic coordinates in substrates and particles were generated by the softwares GBstudio 19) and GRcut, 20) respectively. Initial orientation of the particle, p , is selected from seven values given in Table 1 . For convenience, we call these orientations as E, R z , R x , R y , I x , I y and T. Pairs of orientations E À R z , R x À R y , and I x À I y have the same Miller indices 001, 011 and 111 toward z with different rotation angles by 45 , 90 and 30 about z axis, respectively, Orientation T corresponds to 60 rotation about 111 axis. Assumed orientations distribute fairly homogeneously in the rotation space as shown in Fig. 2 . Initial orientations of substrates, s , were fixed to R x and I y for Fe and Ni systems, respectively, for assuming the most stable substrate surfaces. In total, fourteen MD runs were carried out by changing composition and p .
Motions of atoms are calculated by using interatomic potentials proposed by Finnis and coworkers for Fe 21, 22) and Ni. 23) Before starting the impact simulation, both particles and substrates were thermally equilibrated at 300 K. Simulation of AD process was started by adding constant velocity of 1000 m/s toward Àz to all atoms in the particle. Position of the substrate was maintained against the particle impact by using constraints on atoms at the bottom of the substrate with artificial harmonic forces toward z.
4) Constant NVE ensemble was assumed throughout the simulation. Details of MD simulation is given in previous studies [4] [5] [6] and textbooks. 24) 3. Results
After the particle impact to the substrate, kinetic energy due to the translational velocity of particle was converted into potential and thermal energies. Figure 3 shows how the potential energy was generated and distributes into the system after the impact in the case of Fe system with p ¼ E. Darkly painted areas denoting high energy regions distribute mainly at the surface and the interface between particle and substrate. Interface energy rapidly increased and spread during first 5 ps after the impact, and gradually decreased to Table 1 in the Rodrigues rotation space. Orientation E locates at the center of, and other six are at the surface of the fundamental zone for m 3 3m symmetry.
1 ps 10 ps 5 ps 40 ps 80 ps Fig. 3 Time variation of potential energy distribution in x-z cross section passing through the particle center at 1, 5, 10, 40 and 80 ps after the impact for Fe system with p ¼ E. Higher energy regions than single crystals are darkly painted. 2068 H. Ogawa attain more stable interface structure. Reduction of interface energy caused temperature elevation from 300 K to about 900 K. Structural relaxation was almost completed at 80 ps after the impact as shown in the figure. Figure 4 shows cross-sectional distributions and p dependencies of potential energy e and scalar rotation angle ! at 80 ps after the impact for Fe system. Scalar rotation angle denotes the disorientation angle between p and modified orientation in the resulted structure, and is useful to visualize configuration of fragmented grains in the system. Outer shapes of particles after the impact strongly depend on p . Asymmetric particle shapes accompanied by particle fragmentation were observed in cases of p ¼ R x , R y and T which may be related to the geometrical arrangement of slip system f011gh111i about z axis. Crystallographic orientations of lower grains of fragmented particles are largely modified as shown by ! in the figure. Orientation modification of upper grains, on the other hand, is small compared with the lower grains. Another type of orientation modification is recognized in narrow areas in the substrates for p ¼ E, I x and T. Schematic diagrams on particle fragmentation and orientation modification are given for all p at the bottom of the figure. In these diagrams, grains with modified orientation from initial values are indicated by s, c, t and p. Meanings of these indices will be described later. Crystallographic orientations in resulted structures are summarized in Table 2 by using Miller indices toward z.
Cross-sectional distribution of e and ! at 80 ps after the impact for Ni systems are shown in Fig. 5 with schematic diagrams on particle fragmentation and orientation modification. Characteristic patterns of parallel lines near the grain boundary were observed in R x and R y cases, although those for p ¼ R y exist out of the given cross-section, which denote the stacking faults or microscopic slip bands. are drawn according to the grayscale from white to black. The bottom raw shows the schematic diagrams on particle fragmentation and orientation modification in resulted structures. Indices s, c, t and p correspond to those in Table 2 , and regions without an index are maintained their initial orientations. Table 2 Crystallographic orientation represented by Miller indices toward z in the initial and resulted structures after the impact for Fe system. Indices s, c, t and p denote sliding, compression, third phase generation and particle growth, respectively, of which details are described in the text. Fig. 5 Two-dimensional distributions in x-z cross section passing through the particle center, and their p dependencies of potential energy (e) and scalar rotation angle from p (!) for Ni system, with schematic diagrams of resulted structures. Indices s, c and t correspond to those in Table 3 , and regions without an index are maintained their initial orientations.
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Flattened or heterogeneous deformations of particles were observed for p ¼ E and R z or p ¼ T, respectively. Interface between particle and substrate for p ¼ I y almost disappeared at 80 ps, hence the whole system forms a single crystal. Particle fragmentation was not clearly observed except for R x and R y cases, consequently the diagrams are simpler than those for Fe systems. Resulted orientations represented by Miller indices toward z for Ni systems are summarized in Table 3 . In the case of Ni system, orientation modification occurs only in the particles and not observed in the substrates.
Discussion
By the results given in Fig. 4 and Table 2 , particle fragmentation and orientation modification for Fe systems are considered to be classified into three types: sliding of top part of the particle, compression of bottom part of the particle with large orientation modification, and generation of third phase with new crystallographic orientation at interfaces. We will call these types as sliding, compression, and third phase generation, which are denoted by abbreviated indices s, c, and t in Fig. 4 and Table 2 . Sliding occurs at upper region of the particle above a slip plane. Crystallographic orientation in this region is maintained or slightly modified, from 011 to 122 for example, due to the deformation of lower part of the particle. Modifications of this type are observed in R x , R y and T cases for Fe systems.
Compression takes place at the lower part of particle below a slip plane, hence sliding and compression occur simultaneously. Orientation modification in this region is considered to be caused by compression between the particle top and the substrate. Observed orientation modifications of this type are from 011 or 122 to 001 for Fe systems, and from 011 to 112 for Ni systems. If sliding or compression is not activated, particle orientation is maintained its initial value as in E, R z , I x and I y cases. Particle impacts sometimes affect the crystallographic orientation in the substrate so as to extend the particle region into the substrate. Such phenomena similar to crystal growth were frequently recognized for Fe systems as indicated by p, an abbreviation of particle growth, in Fig. 4 and Table 2 .
Third phase generation was observed mainly at the interface between particle and substrate. This phase is spontaneously generated so as to reduce high interface energy by replacing with a pair of low energy interfaces. Similar phenomena were observed in grain growths studies as relaxation process of high energy grain boundaries. [25] [26] [27] Orientation modifications of this type are observed in E, I x and T cases for Fe systems.
Mechanisms mentioned above are also effective for Ni systems although the simulated phenomena are less apparent compared with Fe systems. Difference between Fe and Ni systems is probably related to atomic packing fractions and geometries of slip systems. From the aspect of crystal structures, ceramics are more analogous to bcc metals in low packing fraction and limited slip systems. In fact, simulated particle fragmentation of bcc metal resembles to that of ceramics in previous studies. [4] [5] [6] Although the present simulation deals with metallic systems, the above mentioned features may useful for understanding the AD process of ceramics, and also for future progress of AD method for metals.
Conclusion
Detailed features of particle collision in the AD process were investigated for bcc and fcc metals by molecular dynamics simulation. Particle fragmentation and orientation modification after the impact were found to take place depending on both crystal structure and initial crystallographic orientation of the particle. In the case of bcc metal, three different types of orientation modification were observed in relation to the slip mechanism and structural relaxation of interface. These mechanisms are also effective but less apparent in fcc metal. It may be interesting to extend the simulation to ceramic systems to compare with the present results.
